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1. EK BHARAT SHRESHTH BHARATH CAMP HELD AT             
TORANAGALLU (BALLARI) FROM 17 JAN 2019 

 
NO: KAR/SW/A/ 17/ 145846 
NAME: SOUMYA GOUDAR 
UNIT: 4 KAR BN 
 
NCC (NATIONAL CADET CORPS). As its motive goes," To develop health, women 

empowerment, protection of environment, rescue demonstrations and the importance of preserving 

historical monuments, character, comradeship, discipline, leadership, secular outlook, spirit of 

adventure and the ideals of selfless service amongst the youth of nation.To create a human resource 

of organized, trained and motivated youth to provide leadership in all walks of life and always 

available for the service of the nation. To provide a suitable environment to motivate the youth to 

take up a career in the armed forces". It is trying to make cadets worthy leaders in all aspects by 

conducting many camps. One such camp is the "Ek Bharat shreshth bharatcamp”, it aim making cdt. 

The main intention behind organizing the camp was to provide a platform for cadets of different 

states to interact with each other and know about the art, culture and traditions of other states, 

conducted during the camp would play a major role in creating awareness among youth and in 

shaping their personalities.  
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The NCC Ek Bharat shreshth bharat camp being held at toranagallu between 17th January to 

28th January 2019.So our EBSB was in torangallu (Ballari). We were representing the Karnataka 

and goa directorate with 10 cadets from our 4 kar battalion , EBSB is a camp which will help you 

in building long lasting relations with not only the cadets but also the defense officers. We have 

fun, we dance, we make friends, you learn and then new culture, and moreover we build 

yourself. EBSB is a Mini INDIA. We might not get a chance to meet the people of different 

regions of your country so easily, just listen to the stories they have from their region. How 

beautiful is their culture and how beautiful they are. The main motto of this camp is to make 

cadets aware of different cultures present in the country. events conducted NIAP,group 

dance ,group song, solo dance ,quiz ,games. 

NIAP (NATIONAL INTEGRATION AWARENESS PROGRAM ) 

Cadets from 2 directorates of national cadet corps showcased the ‘cultural diversity’ of the 

country as they propagated their state’s culture and tradition at the national integration awareness 

program organized. Equipped with colorful props and costumes, through this camp we aim 

bridge the cultural divide and infuse a sense of unity among the cadets surpassing religious, 

cultural, regional and linguistic barriers. 
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DEBATE COMPETITION 

It was a joyful healthy learning environment with lots of activities like group discussion, debate, 

quiz was conducted and CDT Soumya goudar participated from Bangalore A group in Debate 

and won first price. Debate winners of Karnataka and goa directorate - Cdt SOUMYA 

GOUDAR During the third day of camp number of training, cultural activities and visits took 

place. The cadets were organized into two groups. Group- 1 was taken to HAMPI for exploring 

the historical beauty and next day to JSW -for study visit. The camp started in the month of 

January with our 4 KAR BN. There were cadets from whole of bangalore A group. We were 

almost 10 (both SD's and SW's) in the begining. From SSIT college 1cadet ( 1 SW) Cdt Soumya 

goudar Stood among those 10 odd cadets with hope of reaching TORANAGALLU with a 

positive spirit of participation and nervousness of competition. Our training used to begin at 5:30 

am. We used to get up at 4 O'clock to finish our ablutions. Uniform and DMS gave us the feeling 

of real soldiers. PT begin. Train tickets were booked and after 12hrs of travel we reached to the 

platform of opportunity. It was the month of January. Competitions among directorates started. 

The toughest thing was line area management. Cleaning and painting in that hot weather was 

killing. We were back in Tumkur on 29th of January. We had a feeling of a soldier coming back 

home after a war. This camp taught us many things and gave us an experience for life. We had a 

proud a satisfied feeling when PI staffs came to railway station to recieve us. 
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I Cadet of SSIT thank heart fully our institution for supporting us to go on with such long term 

camp in spite of being engineering students. I thank our HOD Dr.M.Z.KURIAN Sir and 

conserned faculty members. I could never forget our battalion for providing us such a valuable 

education for life. I Thank our ANO Lt Dr H V.JAYAPRAKASH sir for his constant support and 

motivation. I thank Col.SHYLESH SHARMA sir for encouraging and pushing us forward.I 

thank CO Col. Y.S PARMAR . Our special thanks to all other staff who helped us and supported 

us indirectly, I thank them all. 

                                               THANK YOU JAI HIND 
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2. ARMY ATTACHMENT CAMP, 2019 HELD AT 1 EME 
CENTRE (SECUNDERABAD)  FROM 14 APR TO 25 APR 2019  

 
Sr no.       Cadet’s Name                       Reg no.  
 
1. Cdt. Sachin A R Bhat     KA/17/SD/A/145836  

2. Cdt. Prabhu S Sasanur    KA/17/SD/A/145830  

3. Cdt. Vinayak Hiremath   KA/17/SD/A/145837  

4. Cdt. Jagan Somanna        KA/17/SD/A/145832  

5. Cdt. Vinay C                    KA/17/SD/A/145838 

 
NCC (NATIONAL CADET CORPS). As its motive goes," To develop health, women 

empowerment, protection of environment, rescue demonstrations and the importance of 

preserving historical monuments, character, comradeship, discipline, leadership, secular outlook, 

spirit of adventure and the ideals of selfless service amongst the youth of nation. To create a 

human resource of organized, trained and motivated youth to provide leadership in all walks of 

life and always available for the service of the nation.To provide a suitable environment to 

motivate the youth to take up a career in the armed forces". It is trying to make cadets worthy 

leaders in all aspects by conducting many camps. One such camp is the "Army Attachment 

camp”. it aim making cdt..The Army Attachment camp conducted by NCC in collaboration with 

Indian Army, as we are attached with 1 ELECTRONICS & MECHANICAL ENGINEERS 

CENTRE. The main intention behind organizing the camp was to train cadets in military tactics 

including day/night warfare and also get familiar with the weaponry. Cadets derive immense 

value through attachment with Armed Forces units where they experience the functioning and 

life in military units. Cadets of army wing go through a period of attachment with respective 

services of the Armed Forces. 
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ARMY ATTACHMENT CAMP being held at 1 ELECTRONICS & MECHANICAL ENGINEERS CENTRE 

between 14th April to 25th April 29, 2019 2019.So our Attachment camp was in 1 EME CENTRE 

(Secunderabad). We were representing the Karnataka and goa directorate with 19 cadets from our 4 

kar battalion, Army Attachment Camp is a camp which will help you in building long lasting 

relations with not only the cadets but also the defense officers. We had training with the recruits of 1 

EME. We had a life of a training for 11 days. Getting knowledge of different weapons, learning the 

war technics, specifications of the weapons we had a training life. We might not be the leaders of the 

group but we strengthened the leadership qualities inbuilt in us. The main motto of this camp is to 

experience and enhance the army training to cadets .Events conducted weapon training, long 

march, outing. 
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Weapon training:  
Weapon is the most important friend of every soldier. As such we were specified with the 

weapons used in Army. We were taught about the combat situations like close combat and open 

combat. So knowing about the weapons was the every important task over there, and we did it. 

They taught us how to assemble and dissemble the INSAS rifle, how to hold the gun while 

firing, And there parts name and its working, They showed guns like CMG 9mm, LMG 7.62mm, 

INSAS 5.56mm rifle, and their position to fire, they thought how to operate 36 GRANADE, and 

they showed us air gun rifle which is using in shooting sports. By learning all this we got some 

confidence that we can operate rifles in war time. 
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JUNGLE RALLY 
Running through the jungle is the most adventurous event .As in Army running is the most important 

thing for a soldier, we had a 12km run. We were make small groups while we ran for around 12km.It 

is mainly to indulge group coordination. As a group had to run, the whole group was responsible that 

no one was left back, the complete group must start and complete the run together. So the 

coordination of the whole group was maintained. 
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LEACTURE: 
Not only with the info of weapons soldiers survive. There will be classes on Map reading, Field 

craft & Battle craft, Section formations, Field Engineering, Judging Distance, Traps, Night 

Navigation, Trenches, Army history, Motivation. We used to have lectures on the basis of the 

things taught to the trainees of 1EME Centre. We were taught about the camps make in the 

places where no ready made building are available. And to march from one place to another 

specified place using the map, where no other artificial navigational devices are supplied. Along 

with the navigation the traps that a soldier should be aware of while marching. They are also 

teach about the night navigation, so that they can march in the night also.  Army motivation 

classes are also make compulsory to the cadets to motivate the cadets to join the Armed forces of 

INDIA. The history of the INDIAN ARMY is briefed to have a better knowledge on the 

ARMED FORCES of INDIA. 
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OUTTING:  
 
1. SALARJUNG MUSEUM, HYDERABAD  
 
2. GOLKONDA FORT, HYDERABAD:  
 

 
We are Cadets of SSIT thank heart fully our institution for supporting us to go on with such long 

term camp in spite of being engineering students. I thank all our respective branch HOD’s and 

concerned faculty members. We could never forget our battalion for providing us such a valuable 

education for life.  

We thank our ANO Lt Dr. H V JAYAPRAKASH sir for his constant support and motivation. 

We thank Col. SHYLESH SHARMA sir for encouraging and pushing us forward. We thank CO 

Col. Y.S PARMAR. Our special thanks to all other staff who helped us and supported us 

indirectly, we thank them all. 
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3.BASIC LEADERSHIP CAMP (HUBLI ,KARNATAKA) 
 
Cdt Ume asma – KA/18/SW/A/147752   
 
  
Basic leadership camp is an NCC camp that helps develop leadership traits in cadets and makes 

them more confident.It was a camp focused towards building up of a cadet’s leadership qualities 

and soft skills. 

The course topics include: 

•Leadership 

•Training management  

•Pick and speak 

•Motivation speaks 

•Introduction about SSB  

•Self awareness 

•Communication skills 

•Self confidence 

•Stress management 

•Character building   

•Time management 

•Various activities were conducted in order to remove the stage fear and to improve the 

communication skills in the cadets  

•Group discussions  

•Debates 

•Startups visits and many more 
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•Those who complete Basic leadership camp are next given the vacancy for the Advance 

leadership camp. 

From 4 Karnataka Battalion, Bangalore A group, 12of us got selected for this camp which was 

held at HUBLI, by 12 July to 21 July at 28Karnataka Battalion.Out of12 cadets who were 

selected 8 of them were SD’s and 4 were SW’s, and I was the only cadet who got selected from 

our college .We all 12 cadets left the Tumkur Battalion at 19.00hrs with a PI staff. 

 
We travelled by train which arrived at 20.40hrsto HUBLIand reached the railwaystation at 

4.00hrs. Fromthere our ANO arranged vehicle to reach camp site which is BVB college of 

engineering along with banglore “A” group cadets .total we were around 65 cadets and 2ANOs 

.We were cross checked along with our nominal role to verify the documents. 

We reached the camp site that is 28 KAR inside KLE university campus.We were given rooms 

after taking signature’s for the documents and biometric . Each room had 9members, the rooms 

were really good and comfortable.  Everybody settled down, Col. greeted us. We were given 

lunch and were briefed about the camp. The whole day was free, we were strictly informed not to 

go out of the gate. The evening went in making our uniform ready for next day welcome address. 

We were given dinner and was instructed that all the lights should go off before 21.00hr. 
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Then as the schedule was set the classes get started, first the lecture was given about leadership 

treats, then motivation section was there where the motivation speaker was MR PRAVEEN 

GUDI, after that session other Sessions continued as per schedule planned Next day some of 

cadets were took to perform digital yoga in old auditorium while remaining cadets went to PT.  

After this we had breakfast and then again we gathered in auditorium where many sessions on 

different topics were discussed such as, Verbal development, a demo was shown by an Institute 

members on how to face personal interview, group discussion and there was session on 

personality development and many more. 

 
 
 
•While in camp we visited placed such as DHARWAD REGIONAL SCIENCE CENTER, 

which made us to learn and to know many historic, scientific and excited things 

•Along with this we visited ECO VILLAGE. Which have more importance regarding eco 

system, water restoration and the ultimate option of human after the End of non renewable 

sources. 
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Last day of camp was ended with group photo, cultural events and fountain show 
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4.BASIC LEADERSHIP CAMP (MYSURU). 

Cdt vijaya Krishna – KA/17/SD/A/145839. 
Cdt vijaya krishna has attended basic leadership camp at mysuru from 05 june to 14 june. 
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               5.  Hospital attachment training camp 

                   Command hospital air force Bangalore  
 
Cdt Sharanya prakash -     KA/18/SW/A/147750 

Cdt Revathi                  -     KA/18/SW/A/147749 

 
NCC (National Cadet Corps) as it’s motive goes 

 To develop character, comradeship, discipline leadership secular outlook spirit of 

adventure sportsmanship and ideals of selfless service among the youth of the nation. 

 To create a human resource of organised trained and motivated youth to provide 

leadership in all walks of life and always available for the service of the nation. 

 To provide a suitable environment to motivate the youth to take up a career in the armed 

forces. 

It is trying to make the cadets worthy leaders in all aspects by conducting many camps. One of 

such camp is HATC(Hospital Attachment Training Camp) .HATC conducted by NCC in 

collaboration with military hospital. As we were attached with Command hospital air force. The 

main intention behind organizing the camp was to train the cadets with basic medical emergency 

and first aid skills.   

The HATC being held at COMMAND HOSPITAL AIR FORCE BANGALORE between 14th 

Nov to 23rd Nov 2019.The camp is totally consist of 20 cadets of KAR and GOA directorate. We 

represented 4Kar BN Tumkur (Bangalore A group). Here we learnt many medical skills. Which 

will be helpful for us and our society in all medical emergencies. 
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1st day we had pre-test. Then they started teaching us about first aid, seizures, anatomy and 

physiology, fractures, chest pain, diahheria, unconsciousness, shock, disaster management and 

many more. They thought us how to handle and give first aid in all above mentioned conditions. 

And also we had practical classes too. Where we learnt bandaging and bed making. In bandaging 

we had spiral, reverse spiral, eight knot, knee, elbow, wrist, arm, shoulder, head, jaw and many 

more. 
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At last we had test on these topics both practical and theory. 

One day they get us into STATION HEALTH ORGANISATION (SHO). Where the staffs took 

lecturing about mosquito bites and the preventive measures, health and hygiene, they show the 

practical things like gambusia fishes. 

 

Next 2 days they took us to MEDICAL TRAINING CENTER (MTC). There 1st day they show 

us a complete drill of basic life support, shifting a causality, cardio pulmonary 

resuscitation(CPR). In addition to that the air men’s show off their talents in their rifle drill. Next 

day they took some theory class and there we did CPR individually in front of officers which had 

boost our confidence level much more. Then one day we went  to wards visit. 
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Last day we had certificate distribution in commandant office. It is a great honour for us to 

march in front of commandant and we received our certificate from commandant Deepak gaur ji. 

In the evening we had cultural event in which we took our time to tank all the faculty for their 

kind cooperation and hospitality provided for all of us since from last 10 days. 

 

 

It is one of the memorable camp in our life because we had learnt many life saving skills. We are 

cadets of SSIT and SSIMS thank heart fully our institutions for supporting us to go on with such 

a long term camp in spite of being engineering and medical students. I thank all our respective 

branch HOD’s and concerned faculty members. We could never forgot our battalion for 

providing us such a valuable education for life. 
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We thank our ANO Lt Dr.H. V. JAYAPRAKASH sir for his constant support and motivation. 

We thank Col. SHYLESH SHARMA sir for encouraging us. Our special thanks to all other staff 

who helped us and supported us directly and indirectly. We thank them all. 
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6.ARMY ATTACHMENT CAMP, 2019 HELDAT1EMECENTRE    
(SECUNDERABAD) FROM 17 NOV TO 27 NOV 2019. 
 
 Srno.                 Cadet’sName                                 Regno. 

1.                        CQMS  PrateekTiwari            KA/17/SD/A/145835 

2.                        LCPL   SAAdarsh                  KA/18/SD/A/147745 

3.                         Cdt   Chetankumar                KA/17/SD/A/296333  

 

The ARMY ATTACHMENT CAMP being held at 1ELECTRONICS & MECHANICAL 

ENGINEERS CENTRE between 17th Nov to 27th Nov 2019. So our Attachment camp was in 

1EME CENTRE(Secunderabad). We were representing the Karnataka and goa directorate with 

40 cadets from our 4 kar battalion, Army Attachment Camp is a camp which will help you in 

building long lasting relations with not only the cadets but also the defense officers. We had 

training with their cruits of 1EME. We had a life of a training for 10 days. Getting knowledge of 

different weapons, learning the was technics, specifications of the weapons we had a training 

life. We might not be the leaders of the group but we strength ened the leadership qualities in 

built in us. The main motto of this camp is to experience and enhance the army training to cadets. 

Events conducted weapon training, longmarch, outing. 

 

Weapon training: 
 

Weapon is the most important friend of every soldier. As such we were specified with the 

weapons used in Army. We were taught about the combat situations like close combat And open 

combat. So knowing about the weapons was the every important task over there, and we did it. 

They taught us how to assemble and dissemble the INSAS rifle, how to hold the gun while 

firing, And there parts name and its working, They showed guns like CMG 9mm, LMG 7.62mm, 

INSAS 5.56mm rifle, and their position to fire, they thought us to operate 36 GRANADE, and 

They showed us air gun rifle which is used in shooting sports. By learning all this we got Some 

confidence that we can operate rifles in war time. 
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ROUTE MARCH: 
It was held prior to the closing address on 25th NOV, the motto of the route march is to glance 

The concept of the troops over designated route, typically via roads or through jungle. The 

Choices of routes areal ways those were the human connection is very less like jungle(helps to 

Camouflage easly) and specially organized during midnights. It’s basically done when a 

Troop needs to shift or needs to enter the area captured by the opposite army (Naksalites & 

jihadis). The conduction of our route march is to brief the basic and the Quintessential terms of 

march. 
 

 LEACTURE: 

 

Not only with the info of weapons soldiers  survive. There will be classes on Map reading, Field 

Craft & Battle craft, Section formations, Field Engineering, Judging Distance, Traps, Night 

Navigation, Trenches, Army history, Motivation, Weapon khool najhoodna, Weapon briefing 

and Arm our briefing. We used to have lectures on the basis of the things taught to the trainees of 

1EMECentre. We were taught about the camps make in the places where no ready made building 

are available. And to march from one place to an other specified place using the map, where no 

other artificial Navigational devices are supplied. Along with the navigation the traps that a 

soldier should be Aware of while marching. They are also teach about the night navigation, so 

that they can march In the night also.  Army motivation classes a real so make compulsory to the 

cadets to motivate the cadets to Join the Armed forces of INDIA. The history of the INDIAN 

ARMY is briefed to have a better Knowledge on the ARMED FORCES of INDIA. 
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OUTTING: 
 

1. SALAR JUNG MUSEUM, HYDERABAD 
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We are Cadets of SSIT thank heartfull your institution for supporting us to go on with such long 

term camp inspite of being engineering students. I thank all our Respective branch HOD’s and 

concerned faculty members. We could never forget our Battalion for providing us such avaluable 

education for life. We thank our ANO Lt.Dr.H.V JAYAPRAKASH sir for his constant support 

and motivation. We thank Col. SHYLESH SHARMA sir for encouraging and pushing us 

forward. Our special thanks to all other staff who helped us and supported us indirectly, we thank 

them all. 

                                              THANK YOU    

                                                 JAI HIND  


